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A B S T R A C T

Required distance between doublet systems in low enthalpy geothermal heat exploitation is often not sufficiently elucidated. The required distance aims to prevent negative interference influencing the utilisation efficiency of doublet systems. Currently production licence areas are often issued based on the expected extent of the reinjected cold water plume on the moment of thermal breakthrough. The production temperature, however, may not immediately drop to non-economic values after this moment. Consequently, heat production could continue increasing the extent of the cold water plume. Furthermore, the area influenced by pressure because of injection and production spreads beyond the cold water plume extent, influencing not only the productivity of adjacent doublet systems but also the shape of cold water plumes. This affects doublet life time, especially if adjacent doublets have different production rates. In this modelling based study a multi parameter analysis is carried out to derive dimensionless relations between basic doublet design parameters and required doublet distance. These parameters include the spacing between injector and producer of the same doublet, different production rates, aquifer thickness and minimal required production temperature. The results of this study can be used to minimize negative interference or optimise positive interference aiming at improving geothermal doublet deployment efficiency.

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Low enthalpy Hot Sedimentary Aquifers (HSA) are often exploited by multiple individual geothermal operators with a single or a few doublet systems. Examples of this type of geothermal exploitation can be found in the West Netherlands Basin (WNB) and the Paris basin (e.g., [9,23]). Different geothermal operators may have different business cases with associated requirements for minimal production temperature, life time and heat production rate. In the WNB a geothermal production licence typically has an area which is equal to a rectangle with a size of L × 2L in which L is the injector to producer well spacing (e.g. [11,21]). This area should capture the extent of the cold water plume at the moment of thermal breakthrough. After this moment, however, the production temperature may not necessarily drop immediately below non-economic values (e.g. Refs. [4,6,25]). In the WNB the production temperatures range from 70 °C to 90 °C, while the minimal required production temperature for economical HSA exploitation is 40 °C according to Pluymaekers et al. [16]. Obviously, continued production increases the extent of the cold water plume and thereby the area of influence of a doublet. Hence, the current licencing strategy may limit the recovery efficiency since the heat production could continue after the thermal breakthrough moment. In addition, doublet exploitation affects aquifer pressure distributions over much larger areas than the production licence (e.g. [11]). This could disturb injectivity and productivity of adjacent doublets. Moreover, it could influence the shape of the cold water plumes of adjacent doublets, thus, affecting their life time. This kind of interference becomes more pronounced when an adjacent doublet has a significantly higher production rate. In the Netherlands for example, current production rates vary from 100 m³/h to 300 m³/h (e.g. [5,12,16]) which may require a larger space between the
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doublets. The current WNB licencing strategy may underestimate the required doublet distance which could eventually lead to an inefficient recovery and a negative interference.

The challenges of preventing interferences in a Common-Pool Resource are well known in exploitation of other types of geothermal resources than HSA. An example is shallow geothermal systems for Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES). However, these resources have different characteristics that influence interference. Unlike in HSA exploitation ATES systems operate periodically (and injection and production can be reversed). Therefore exploitation could be optimised in cycles based on experience from a previous cycle (e.g. [20]). In addition wells can easily be shut in and replaced by new ones on different locations to optimise exploitation due to significantly lower costs (e.g. [8]). A similarity between ATES and HSA exploitation is that doublet systems are often overdesigned and sub optimal use of the heat source is imminent [20,25]. In contrast, high enthalpy geothermal resources face a different challenge of over-exploitation. In this type of exploitation re-injection is not standard and hence pressure depletion plays a major role in interference (e.g. [10,22]). Compared to other types of geothermal resources, HSA are still a less established type of geothermal resource (e.g. [3]), albeit with a growing interest for heating purposes, not only in the Netherlands. To improve the potential of this type of resource it is of particular importance to reduce risks of negative interference and enhance potential recovery by optimising the layout and licensing of these type of systems.

The goal of this study is to better understand the required doublet distance as function of basic doublet design parameters. These parameters include injector to producer spacing, production flow rate, aquifer thickness and minimal required production temperature. The relation between these parameters and required doublet distance could be used to prevent negative interference, but also to optimise doublet deployment. This study is based on a case study of the West Netherlands Basin (WNB) where 15 doublets have been realised and 30 additional exploration licences were granted in the past 15 years. A modelling based approach is used in this study to explore the effect of doublet design parameters and doublet distance on interference in HSA exploitation. The design parameters ranges are derived from a WNB case study (e.g. [26]). Relations between doublet performance, doublet distance and the doublet parameters are derived from the multi-parameter analysis. These relations could be used to determine required doublet distance.

1.1. Interference and doublet configurations

In this study, two different doublet configurations are considered. If injectors and producers are aligned, this is referred to as the ‘tramline configuration’. In contrast, well functions can be alternating creating ‘checkboard’ pattern, which is referred to as “5-spot well layout” in the hydrocarbon industry [11]. showed that tramline configurations result in negative interferences in terms of life time and net energy production. Injectors increase the ambient aquifer pressure and therefore can reduce the injectivity of other neighbouring injectors. Producers act in the opposite way. As a result, the cold water plumes are narrower and cold water breakthrough occurs earlier. The opposite effect was recognized for checkboard configurations. In this configuration both life time and injectivity were enhanced. However, checkboard configurations could also induce cross flow between adjacent doublets. Fig. 1 illustrates both types of configurations, well spacing and doublet distance [11], used only constant production rates in all doublets and the same well spacing and aquifer thickness throughout. However, production rate contrasts are likely to influence the interference. In addition, the interference could be dependent on aquifer thickness and well spacing as these factors influence the net aquifer volume and hence the life time. For this reason, we included different production rates from neighbouring well doublets as well as variations in aquifer thickness and well spacing in our analysis.

2. Method

A 2D finite element (FE) approach was used to conduct a series of simulations for HSA exploitation with two doublets in the same aquifer. In these simulations doublet distance and other basic doublet design parameters were varied. These parameters included well spacing, production rates and Aquifer thickness. Here, the distance between wells in the same doublet was referred to as well spacing; the distance between wells of two adjacent doublets was referred to as doublet distance. The multi parameter analysis was carried out for both the checkboard and tramline configurations (Fig. 1). Based on these simulations the impact of the different parameters on doublet performance was evaluated in terms of life time, net energy production and NPV (add definitions of these terms as well). The doublet performance of the two doublets in tramline and the checkboard configurations was compared to production simulations with single doublet with the same well spacing, aquifer thickness and production rate. Interference is expressed as deviation from the performance of a single doublet as a result of the proximity of another doublet.

2.1. Aquifer non-isothermal flow modelling

A 9 × 9 km 2D, horizontal, homogeneous aquifer model, referred to as the interference model, is used for the production simulations in the interference study. The aquifer properties were derived from Nieuwerkerk Formation subsurface data (e.g. Refs. [4,21,26]). These properties are listed in Table 1. The aquifer properties are isotropic and only the rock matrix flow is taken into account assuming no presence of fractures.

The numerical modelling procedure follows the approach utilised by Refs. [18,19]. The energy balance was solved for a rigid medium fully saturated with water, in which thermal equilibrium was assumed between the fluid and solid phases: \( \rho C_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + \rho \frac{\partial V}{\partial t} + \rho \frac{\partial C_w}{\partial t} = 0 \). In this balance, \( t \) [s] is time, \( T \) [K] is the temperature, \( \rho \) is the mass density [kg/m³], \( C_0 \) [J/(kgK)] is the specific heat capacity, \( \lambda \) [W/(mK)] is the thermal conductivity tensor, and \( q \) [m/s] is the Darcy velocity vector. The thermal conductivity is equal to \( \lambda_{eq} + \lambda_{dis} \), and the volumetric heat capacity is described in terms of a local volume average. Where \( \lambda_{dis} \) is the thermal dispersion tensor and \( I \) the identity matrix. The equivalent heat conductivity, density and the volumetric heat capacity are assumed to be independent of temperature for simplicity and described by \( \lambda_{eq} = (1 - \phi) \lambda_s + \phi \lambda_w \) and \( \rho_c = (1 - \phi) \rho_s + \phi \rho_w \), in which \( \phi \) is the porosity. The thermal conductivity tensor is calculated through \( \lambda = (\lambda_{eq} + \alpha_{1})q \) + \( \alpha_{2}q \) + \( \alpha_{3}q \). Where \( q \) is the magnitude of the Darcy velocity vector and, \( \alpha_{1} \) and \( \alpha_{2} \) are the thermal dispersion coefficients in the longitudinal and transversal direction, respectively. This Darcy flow velocity vector can be determined by: \( q = (KFP)/\mu \), where is \( K \) [m²] the intrinsic permeability, \( \mu \) the temperature and salinity dependent viscosity like in Ref. [4], and \( P \) [Pa] the pressure. Temperature dependence of viscosity has a significant impact on cold water plume development and the approach used by Refs. [18,19] is applied to take this into account. The pressure field is obtained through solving the continuity equation: \( \rho_{eq} \frac{\partial H}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho_{eq} \mathbf{V}) = q, \) where \( \mathbf{V} \) is external sinks and sources. The suffix \( w \) refers to the pore fluid and \( s \) to the solid rock matrix. The values of all constant parameters are listed in Table 1. Triangular elements are used for the spatial discretisation.
that range in size from 0.2 near the wellbore to 150 m far away from the doublets. The production simulations yield a production temperature development over time and the required injection and production pressure for the associated production rate and set of parameters. The difference between these pressures ($\Delta P$) was used to estimate pump energy losses:

$$E_{\text{pump}} = \int_0^{L_T} (Q \, \Delta P) / \epsilon \, dt$$

(e.g. [27]), where $Q$ is the production rate, $L_T$ the life time, and $\epsilon$ the pump efficiency of 60%. The produced energy ($E_{\text{prod}}$) was estimated by:

$$E_{\text{prod}} = \int_0^{L_T} Q \, \rho_w \, C_w \, \Delta T \, dt$$

(e.g. [27]) in which $\Delta T$ is the difference between injection temperature (35 °C) and production temperature. The net energy production was determined by the sum of the produced energy and the pump energy losses.

### 2.2. Model validation

A 2D model (Model 1) is used to validate the FE model result against an analytical solution [15]. In this model cold water (30 °C) is injected in a rectangular reservoir 10 m × 2000 m from one of the short edge and warm water is produced from the other short edge. On the other long boundaries insulated and no flow boundary conditions are applied. The injection Darcy velocity is $1 \times 10^{-3}$ m/s.

Other model parameters are listed in Table 1. The initial aquifer temperature of this 2D model was 75 °C and reinjection water was 30 °C. Fig. 2-A illustrates a good fit between the model results and the 1D analytical solution of [15].

In order to evaluate the impact of the 2D model simplifications made in this study on the results, a more realistic 3D numerical model with an injection well and a producer well is designed (Model 2). The 3D model consists of three horizontal layers: overburden, permeable geothermal aquifer and underburden formation. Each layer has a thickness of 50 m. The model dimension is 1000 m × 500 m × 150 m. Cold water (30 °C) is injected with a discharge of 100 m$^3$/h. Production simulations with and without temperature dependence of fluid viscosity and density are conducted. Simulation results of all 3D scenarios were compared to production simulations with a 2D model utilised in this study for the interference analysis (Fig. 2-B). In the 2D model the effects of...
density driven flow (e.g. Ref. [13]) and the over- and under-burden (e.g. Ref. [19]) on flow and heat transport are ignored. It can be seen in Fig. 2-B that the difference between the results of the models with and without density driven flow is very small. The effect of variable viscosity (i.e. temperature-dependent viscosity) is noticeable and therefore the fluid viscosity in the 2D interference model is temperature-dependent. The breakthrough results show a clear impact of under- and overburden on heat transfer. The cold water breakthrough time is one year shorter for the 2D model. Not surprisingly, the rate in which produced water temperature decreases is much higher for the 2D model compared to that of the 3D model. This positive effect on the produced heat is mainly due to the impact of the under- and overburden layers on heating the geothermal aquifer. In this study we are mainly evaluating the deviation of life time, net energy production and NPV calculated for two doublets with those of a single doublet. This implies that the effect of neglecting under- and overburden layers on the interference analysis is minimised. For the sake of reducing the computational time, the under- and overburden layers are not considered in the 2D interference model.

2.3. Net present value model

A NPV model developed by Ref. [24] was utilised in this study.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat price</td>
<td>€6.00</td>
<td>€/GJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity price for operations</td>
<td>€22.22</td>
<td>€/GJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discount rate</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPEX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well costs</td>
<td>€1.5</td>
<td>€/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump</td>
<td>€0.50</td>
<td>€/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Exchanger</td>
<td>€0.10</td>
<td>€/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separator</td>
<td>€0.10</td>
<td>€/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingency costs (10%)</td>
<td>€0.89</td>
<td>€/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI (drilling insurance)</td>
<td>€0.69</td>
<td>€/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEX</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>% of CAPEX/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>% of taxable income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation period</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-in tariff (SDE+)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base energy price (2015)</td>
<td>€0.052</td>
<td>€/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contribution SDE+</td>
<td>€9.17</td>
<td>€/GJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Input for the NPV calculations were the net energy production in Watt and the economic parameters listed in Table 2. In our study, additional separator costs were included, because in many WNB doublets natural gas co-production occurs. The NPV is the depreciated, discounted, net-cumulative income after 15 years. This period was chosen, because it is the maximum duration of the Dutch feed-in tariff scheme (SDE+) for geothermal energy [23]. Pump work-over costs of 0.25 M€ were taken into account every five years, which is equal to half of the estimated pump costs. A down-time of 40% was assumed for maintenance throughout the year.

2.4. Multi parameter analysis

The parameter value ranges were derived from WNB subsurface data and production data from currently active geothermal well doublets in the WNB [11,21,23,25] and are listed in Table 3. In the production simulations, different aquifer thicknesses of 25, 50 and 75 m were used. Well spacing is equal in both doublets; four different well spacing distances were used: 600, 800, 1000 and 1500 m. The distance between the two doublets (dx) was varied from 4000 m to the well spacing (L) minus 100 m in approximately 13 steps. Production rates in the simulations range from 50 m³/h to 300 m³/h in both doublets. Finally, the multi parameter analysis was carried out for both doublet configurations: checkboard and tramline (Fig. 3). In total some 10,000 simulations were conducted to analyse interference. In addition simulations were carried out with a single doublet with the same parameter value ranges for calibration of doublet performance.

2.5. Interference

The doublet performance for each set of parameters was...
analysed in terms of (A) life time, (B) net energy production, and (C) Net Present Value (NPV). The life time of a doublet is reached when the production temperature decreased to a minimal allowed temperature ($T_{\text{min}}$). Three life time scenarios are compared (I) $T_{\text{min}} = 72.5 \, ^{\circ}C$, (II) $T_{\text{min}} = 70 \, ^{\circ}C$ and (III) $T_{\text{min}} = 67.5 \, ^{\circ}C$. Interference is expressed as deviation from the performance of a single doublet. Life time interference ($\Delta LT$) is defined as:

$$\Delta LT = \frac{(LT_{\text{dX}} - LT_{\text{s.d.}})}{LT_{\text{s.d.}}} \times 100\% \quad (1)$$

in which $LT_{\text{dX}}$ is the life time of doublet 1 in a simulation with a certain doublet distance ($dx$), well spacing ($L$) and flow rate contrast. $LT_{\text{s.d.}}$ is the life time of a single doublet with the same parameter values. Interference in terms of net energy production ($\Delta EP$) is defined in a similar way as:

$$\Delta EP = \frac{(EP_{\text{dX}} - EP_{\text{s.d.}})}{EP_{\text{s.d.}}} \times 100\% \quad (2)$$

In which $EP_{\text{dX}}$ is the net-energy production of doublet 1 width a certain doublet distance ($dx$) and $EP_{\text{s.d.}}$ is the net-energy production of a single doublet. Finally the effect of the interference on NPV of doublet 1 is defined as:

$$\Delta NPV = \frac{(NPV_{\text{dX}} - NPV_{\text{s.d.}})}{NPV_{\text{s.d.}}} \times 100\% \quad (3)$$

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Area of influence of a single doublet

After thermal breakthrough, production temperature starts to decrease by approximately 2 °C per decade (Fig. 4-A). In this example the aquifer thickness is 75 m, the well spacing 1000 m and the production rate 150 m$^3$/h. For instance, if the minimal production temperature is 70 °C, the life time of the doublet is 61 years. The cold water plume has a symmetrical tear-drop shape which is controlled by the streamline pattern. At the moment of cold water breakthrough the cold water plume lies within a rectangle with size 1000 m by 2000 m (Fig. 4-B1). However, if the life time is 61 years, the cold water plume extends beyond these boundaries (Fig. 4-B2). The fluid pressure distribution is constant over time and extends far beyond the rectangle boundaries. The pressure influence on the ambient aquifer pressure is limited. It changes the pressure by less than 1 bar at several hundred meters away from the wells.

#### 3.2. Area of influence, tramline configuration

The impact of doublet distance is quantified for doublets in tramline configurations. In Fig. 5 production temperature development of one of the two doublets is presented when the doublet distance ($dx$) is 4000, 3000, and 1000 m. The production temperature development in these three scenarios is compared to that of a single doublet with the same well spacing, aquifer thickness and production rate. In this example the aquifer thickness is 75 m and the well spacing of both doublets is 1000 m. The doublets have equal production rates of 150 m$^3$/h. When the doublet distance ($dx$) is 1000 m the production temperature declines earlier and faster compared to the scenario with a doublet distance of 3000 m. For two systems with a doublet distance of 4000 m the production temperature development is almost equal to that of a single doublet.

These observations can be explained by the temperature- and pressure distribution development around the wells as well as the streamline patterns (Fig. 6). In tramline configurations, the proximity of the adjacent injector deforms the cold water plume (e.g., Fig. 6-A). The asymmetrical streamlines pattern in this figure confirms that flow velocity is higher in between the two doublets. As a result, the cold water plumes have a narrower tear-drop shape with a smaller doublet distance. In contrast, the cold water plume expands in a more symmetrical way when the doublet distance is 4000 m (Fig. 6-B). Nevertheless, the pressure distribution is still influenced as is reflected by the asymmetrical shape of the contour lines in Fig. 6-B. The production licence area is equal to a rectangle with sides $dx - L$ and $dx$, in which $dx$ is doublet distance and $L$ is well spacing. Comparison of Fig. 6-A and B indicates that with larger doublets distance, a much larger part of the aquifer will be left unutilised.

#### 3.3. Area of influence: checkboard configurations

The impact of doublet distance is quantified for doublets in checkboard configurations. The results indicate that the thermal breakthrough time is delayed by several years when compared to a single doublet, for a model with the checkboard configuration with a doublet distance equal to the well spacing (Fig. 7). After thermal breakthrough however, temperature reduction is faster compared to that of a single doublet. No noticeable interference occurs if the doublet distance is 4000 m, as the production temperature...
development is equal to that of a single doublet. When the doublet distance is 1500 m (i.e. 1.5 times the well spacing), the delay in thermal breakthrough is even larger. These results indicate that an optimum in life time interference could be found when doublet distance is larger than the well spacing and smaller than 4000 m.

In addition, the result in Fig. 7 indicate that the doublet distance affects the rate of production temperature reduction after the thermal breakthrough moment influencing the doublet life time. Therefore, the life time of a doublet in the checkboard configuration could be lower than that of a single doublet depending on the minimal required production temperature, despite the delay in thermal breakthrough time. For example, in case of a minimum production temperature of 70 °C, the life time of a single doublet is larger than the life time of a doublet in the checkboard configuration and a doublet distance of 1000 m.

Fig. 8 illustrates that checkboard configurations result in wider cold water plumes compared to tramline configurations (Fig. 6-B). Streamlines are less dense indicating that reinjected water flows less fast towards the producers. This prolongs the thermal breakthrough time. For the case of the doublet distance equal to 1000 m, the cold water plumes cross the production licence boundaries after 30 years. With this doublet distance, the reinjected water flows to both adjacent production wells with the same rate. As a result of this cross flow between the doublets, the production temperature reduces faster after the thermal breakthrough moment. If the doublet distance is larger than the well spacing, e.g. 1500 m (Fig. 8-B), the cold water plumes do not cross the production licence boundaries before the thermal breakthrough moment.

3.4. Interference as a function of doublet distance

Interference is evaluated in terms of life time, net energy production and NPV as functions of doublet distance (Fig. 9). Interference is expressed as deviation of doublet performance from that of a single doublet. If ΔLT, ΔEP or ΔNPV is 0, no interference occurs. Fig. 9-A to C relate to interference in tramline configurations, and Fig. 9-D to F relate to interference in checkboard configurations. The
results show that interference is always negative in tramline configurations unless the doublet distance is 4000 m or more, which is 4 times the well spacing in this example. Furthermore, Fig. 9 indicates that interference is most significant in terms of life time. ΔEP and ΔNPV in these results were smaller than 0.1% while ΔLT varies more significantly from 0 to 30% depending on the doublet distance and doublet configuration. The minimal production temperature has a small effect of several percentages on the life time. ΔLT is larger if Tmin is lower in the tramline configuration. In the checkboard configuration, an optimum in positive interference is recognized. This optimum shifts to higher doublet distance for lower Tmin.

3.5. Interference and production rate contrast - tramline

A difference in production rate between doublet 1 and 2, henceforth referred to as production rate contrasts, increases interference and the required doublet distance in tramline configurations. This is derived from Fig. 10-A to C. In this figure the relation of ΔLT and doublet distance is presented for different production rate contrasts. A dimensionless production rate contrast (dQ) is defined as: 
\[ dQ = \frac{(Q_2 - Q_1)}{(Q_2 + Q_1)} \]
The interference is more significant in the doublet with the lower production rate. This can be seen in Fig. 10-B and C where ΔLT is larger for doublet 1 which has a lower flow rate than doublet 2. Therefore the required doublet distance should be determined from the perspective of the doublet with the lowest production rate. In tramline configurations interference will always reduce life time unless very large doublet distance of approximately four times the well spacing or more is considered (Figs. 7 and 9). In Fig. 10-C two examples of determination of minimal doublet distance are shown when the production rates in doublet 1 and 2 are 50 m³/h and 200 m³/h, respectively. If
the accepted life time reduction is 15% the minimal distance is approximately 1950 m. In case the accepted life time reduction is only 5%, the required doublet distance is 3600 m.

3.6. Minimal doublet distance - tramline

Following the example in Fig. 10-C, the minimal doublet distance for doublets in tramline configurations is determined for all well spacing, production rate contrasts, aquifer thickness scenarios and for $\Delta LT$ of $−5\%$ and $−15\%$. Fig. 11 presents the resulting relations between the minimal doublet distance and dimensionless production rate contrast $dQ$. In this figure the minimal production temperature ($T_{min}$) is $70 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$. $dQ$ is defined as: $dQ = (Q_2 - Q_1) / (Q_2 + Q_1)$, in which $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ are the production rates of doublet 1 and 2, respectively. In Fig. 11-A the accepted $\Delta LT$ is 15% and in Fig. 11-B accepted $\Delta LT$ is 5%. It can be seen that $d_{x\min}$ increases for increasing production rate contrasts. Furthermore $d_{x\min}$ is larger for doublets with larger well spacing. In Fig. 11-C and D, the minimal distance is normalised by division of $d_{x\min}$ by the associated well spacing. The normalised relation between doublet distance and production rate contrast shows that $d_{x\min}/L$ is independent of the aquifer thickness. The minimal distance is significantly higher when the allowed negative interference is smaller, i.e. when $\Delta LT$ is 5% instead of 15% (Fig. 11-A and B). For example, when the allowed accepted $\Delta LT$ is 15% and two doublets in the tramline configuration have an equal production rate, the required doublet

![Fig. 7. Production temperature development of one of the two doublets in the checkboard configuration. The aquifer thickness is 75 m, the well spacing in both doublets is 1000 m and their production rate is 150 m³/h.](image)

![Fig. 8. Temperature and pressure distribution in the aquifer after 30 years for doublet distance (dx) of (A) 1000 m and (B) 1500 m. Streamlines and velocity vectors are shown in the temperature plots. Contour lines indicate a 0.1 bar transition in the pressure distribution plots. The black rectangle demonstrates the production licences. The aquifer thickness is 75 m, the well spacing in both doublets is 1000 m and their production rate is 150 m³/h. The temperature and pressure distributions are sampled from the 9 × 9km aquifer model.](image)
distance is approximately 1.15 times the well spacing of the life time of both doublets is (Fig. 11-A). This increases to 2.1 when the allowed life time reduction is only 5% (Fig. 11-B). Note that maximum production rate contrast with a well spacing of 1500 m is only displayed for values of $dQ$ up to 0.3. This is because the maximum and minimum production rates are 300 m$^3$/h and 150 m$^3$/h, respectively. For lower production rates below 150 m$^3$/h that would result in larger contrasts, the life time of the doublet were longer, longer than 250 years, especially for $T_{min}$ of 67.5°C.

3.7. Interference and production rate contrast - checkboard

Production rate contrasts influence optima in positive life time interference. This is derived from Fig. 13. In this figure the relation of $\Delta LT$ and doublet distance is presented for doublets in checkboard configurations with different production rate contrasts ($dQ$). The
relations indicate that positive interference is relatively larger in the doublet with the lowest production rate. In addition, the optima of the doublet with the lower production rate shift to large dx values if the production rate contrast (dQ) increases. Oppositely, the optima for the doublet with the higher production rate shifts to lower dx values for higher dQ values.

The production rate contrast could also result in negative life time interference in the doublet with the lowest production rate, despite the checkboard configuration. An example is presented in Fig. 13-B. In this example, doublet 1 produces at 50 m³/h and doublet 2 at 100 m³/h. If the doublet distance is 750 m, an optimum in ΔLT of approximately 5% in doublet 2 is obtained while the ΔLT in doublet 1 is -15%. Doublet distance should be carefully chosen if doublets are placed in checkboard configurations, especially with a production rate contrast.

The results in Fig. 13 illustrate that optimal doublet distance (dx_{opt}) for doublets in checkboard configurations could be chosen from 3 different perspectives. A first option is to choose dx to maximise positive interference in the doublet with the lowest production rate. An example is presented in Fig. 13-C. For a doublet distance of 1600 m, the ΔLT in doublet 1 is 30% while the ΔLT in doublet 2 is 0%. In contrast, optimal doublet distance could aim to maximise positive life time interference in the doublet with the highest production rate. An example is presented in Fig. 13-B. For a doublet distance of 900 m, the ΔLT in doublet 2 is 5% while the ΔLT in doublet 1 is -15%. Finally, optimal doubleт distance could be chosen as a compromise where the ΔLT curves for both doublets intersect. This option is shown in Fig. 13-C by the vertical blue line with a dx = 900 m. In that case ΔLT is approximately 2% in both doublets. In this study, optimal doublet is determined such that

---

Fig. 11. (A) Relation of minimal doublet distance and production rate contrast (dQ) for a 5% life time reduction in the tramline configuration. (B) Relation of minimal doublet distance and production rate contrast (dQ) for a 15% life time reduction in the tramline configuration. (C) Normalised minimal doublet distance of A, (D) Normalised minimal doublet distance of B. For all figures the life time is determined for a minimal production temperature of 70 °C.

Fig. 12. Dimensionless relations between minimal doublet distance and flow rate contrast for different minimal production temperature and for a 5% and 15% life time reduction in the tramline configuration.
interference is optimised for the doublet with the lowest production rate.

3.8. Optimal doublet distance - checkboard

The optimal doublet distance for doublets in checkboard configuration is determined for all well spacing, production rate, and aquifer thickness scenarios (Fig. 14-A). Note that this is optimised with respect to the doublet with the lowest production rate. Like in Fig. 11-C, the $d_{\text{opt}}$ values are normalised by division of $d_{\text{opt}}$ by the associated well spacing. The dimensionless relation of the ratio of $d_{\text{opt}}$ and well spacing to the dimensionless production rate contrast $dQ$ is shown in Fig. 14-B. This figure indicates that the optimal doublet distance is increased when the $T_{\text{min}}$ is lower. For example, for a minimal production temperature of 67.5 °C optimal doublet distance is approximately 1.3 times larger than the well spacing. For the higher minimal production temperature of 72.5 °C, this factor reduces slightly to 1.2. Therefore, optimisation of interference depends on the minimal allowed production temperature and the production rate contrast between both doublets and production rate contrast.

4. Discussion

4.1. Minimum production temperature

Our results indicate that an analysis of the minimal production temperature should be part of a doublet deployment strategy. Firstly, this is because this parameter is related to the life time and the maximum extent of the cold water plume. Our results underline the possibility for continued production after the thermal breakthrough moment as the production temperature only drops by a few degrees after several decades (Figs. 5 and 7). When thermal recharge from aquifer heterogeneities as well as over- and under-burden were taken into account, the rate of production temperature reduction would be even lower [4,17,25]. In addition, lifetimes could be even longer if we took technical progress into account; lower production temperatures may well be sufficient in the future because heat insulation and heat exchanger efficiency are likely to improve in the next decades.

Secondly, the minimal production temperature is related to the required doublet distance as interference could affect the rate of temperature reduction after cold water breakthrough (e.g., Figs. 5 and 7).
and 7). In our evaluation, interference is calibrated to the performance of a single doublet with the same production rate, well spacing and aquifer thickness. Therefore the dimensionless relations between required doublet distance and production rate contrast that were derived are dependent on minimal production temperature to compensate for interference. Because of the current uncertainty in minimal production temperature for doublet systems, further study is required on this parameter to reduce future interference risks.

4.2. Geological heterogeneity

In our study simplified homogeneous 2D models were used to derive the impact of doublet design parameters, such as well spacing, production rate and aquifer thickness, on interference. Our results showed that interference is mainly significant in terms of life time. This is because exploitation by nearby doublet systems changes the pressure distribution and hence the shape of the cold water plumes. The pressure change distribution is too small to affect injectivity and productivity significantly. Geological heterogeneities could affect our results by influencing pressure distribution. Such heterogeneities include facies architecture \[4,26\], small scale sedimentary features \(e.g. [11]\), faults and fractures \[2,7,14\] as well as aquifer thickness variation. Their impact on interference depends on the directional trend of the heterogeneities with respect to the location of the adjacent doublet. Different types of heterogeneities could either decrease or increase pressure communication between doublets. When the heterogeneities enhance pressure communication between adjacent doublets, larger doublet distance would be required compared to when flow baffles decrease pressure communication.

In addition, thermal recharge from over- and under-burden were neglected in our analysis. These factors will influence both the thermal breakthrough moment as well as the rate of production temperature decline \(\text{Fig. 2-B;} \ [17-19]\). The effect of thermal recharge on doublet life time is dependent on the aquifer thickness and the ratio of flow rate and conduction rate \[17\].

In this study, we defined interference as deviation in performance from that of a single doublet, which is less affected by the choice of the model. Employing a more realistic geological model will improve the predictive capability of the geothermal reservoir models \[4,26,\].

4.3. Tramline versus checkboard configurations

The definition of required doublet distance in this study is dependent on the doublet configuration. A differentiation is made between minimal required doublet distance and optimal doublet distance. Optimal doublet distance is defined as the doublet distance for which an optimum in positive interference is obtained. This is only possible when doublets are placed in the checkboard configuration. In contrast, minimal doublet distance aims to prevent negative interference. For doublets in checkboard configurations this minimal required distance aims to prevent cross flow of reinjected water between adjacent doublets. Cross flow could occur if the doublet distance is smaller than the injector-producer well spacing in checkboard configurations. In addition, it could be induced by production rate contrasts even if the doublet distance is larger than the injector-producer well spacing. When doublets are placed in tramline configurations, minimal doublet distance aims to minimize negative interference. In this configuration reinjected water is forced to flow faster towards the production well of the same doublet. Our results show that this effect cannot be avoided unless doublet distances of at least four times the well spacing are used. This factor could change if geological uncertainties are taken into account. Nevertheless, these results imply that the required distance to avoid negative interference for doublets in tramline configurations significantly limits the possible number of doublets that produce from the same resource. To avoid negative interference, determination of the required doublet distance should be based on the doublet with the lowest production rate \(\text{Figs. 10 and 13}\). In that case, after the life time is reached for the doublet with the highest production rate, production could continue in the doublet with the lowest rate and negative impact on exploitation is minimised. In general larger doublet distances are required if the production rate contrast between the doublets increases. This applies to optimal doublet distance in checkboard configurations as well as minimal doublet distance in both configurations.

By using tramline and checkboard configurations in our simulations, the two most extreme interference scenarios were compared. In tramline configurations with equal well spacing, negative interference is as large as possible because both the injectors and producers reduce each other's injectivity and productivity negatively. If one of the two doublets had a larger spacing, the negative effect of one of the two wells on the other doublet would be reduced. In contrast, the most positive interference could be achieved in checkboard configurations with equal well spacing. Again, this positive interference would be smaller if one of the two doublets had a larger spacing or a different orientation. Despite these restrictions for specific scenarios, the relations in \text{Figs. 12 and 14}\ can be used to describe the impact of the parameters in our study on interference. The magnitude of interference would also be larger if the number of doublets increased \[11\]. We only used two doublets to analyse interference. For multiple doublets in tramline configurations, minimal doublet distance will increase as less space is available for the cold water plumes. In contrast, the optimal doublet distance will shift to smaller values as thermal breakthrough is delayed longer if a doublet is surrounded by more doublets. After thermal breakthrough, however, the reduction of the production temperature could be also be increased when more doublets are used as cold water fronts from multiple doublets reach production wells.

4.4. Regional development

The results of this study underline the importance of a regionally coordinated exploitation strategy. This also has been suggested to benefit ATES as well as high enthalpy geothermal systems \(e.g. \ [9,10,22]\). A regional doublet deployment approach could aim for positive interference and avoid negative interference resulting from tramline configurations as well as production rate contrasts. These features require larger doublet distances, resulting in lower total installed capacity and lower heat recovery efficiency. In the more advantageous checkboard configuration, a lower injector-producer well spacing can be used while positive interference maintains sufficient life time. This can reduce the required doublet distance even further and increase the possible number of doublets producing from the same resource. Regional doublet deployment will mainly have an impact on life time interference. The results of this study indicate that interference in HSA exploitation is only significant in terms of life time \(\text{Fig. 9}\). Net energy production and NPV are only affected by less than 1% by the proximity of another doublet. In comparison, the impact of geological uncertainties on net-energy production and NPV are an order of magnitude larger \(e.g. \ [25]\). In our study NPV is determined over a 15 year period because of the Dutch feed-in tariff duration \[24\]. Interference could affect NPV more significantly when it is determined for a period of time that exceeds the thermal breakthrough time \(e.g. \text{Ref. [10]}\). In geothermal systems
where volumetric reinjection rates are lower than the production rates, interference will affect injectivity and productivity more significantly due to pressure depletion (e.g., [22]).

Finally it should be mentioned that optimisation of doublet deployment requires a regional geological model including aquifer heterogeneities and their uncertainties. Such a model requires upfront investment for cores, logs and data analysis. However, over a longer time period, the benefits can outweigh investments as negative interference is avoided and doublet placement could be optimised to meet the operator requirements.

5. Conclusion

On the basis of our multi parameter analysis we can conclude that:

- The fluid pressure interference in HSA exploitation has a significant impact on doublet life time as it influences cold water plume development. The impact on net energy productivity and NPV is an order of magnitude smaller.
- Optima in positive life time interference are recognized for doublets in checkboard configurations.
- Production rate contrasts between adjacent doublet systems and minimal production temperature influence the required doublet distance.
- Coordinated doublet deployment and smaller well spacing could significantly increase the possible number of doublets.
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